GAD

Your professional partner for automotive services
But for the GAD-team the professional work starts now. The car needs
to be inspected, refueled, cleaned an equipped with products of each
car rental company. Eventually, the car will be parked at its determined
location. This needs to happen as soon as possible to guarantee that
the car can be rented again in shortest time.

Convinced by the reputation of Ammeraal Beltech we launched a
project in which the Ammeraal Beltech belts were installed the very first
time in car washing systems. Having used this belt system for 6 months
now, we are persuaded by its dependability. In comparison with belt
systems utilized before we noticed the following advantages:
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high durability due to an exceptional workman ship
usage of only high quality components
nearly maintenance free
tear-resistant and robust
high failure safety
exceptional technical support

Perfect logistics. Best performance.
As one of the leading companies in the branch of car rental services
we take over all tasks on which a fast and trouble-free turnaroundmanagement is based. We supply the biggest car rental companies in
Given these facts, the failure probability of the carwash equipped with
Germany by providing a professional, reliable and flexible service which Ammeraal Beltech belts dropped to zero. Therefore our operating
is done by more than 600 employees.
procedure is guaranteed on each day of the year now. We can confirm
that the conveyor belt system of Ammeraal Beltech is also well proven
Professional car washing systems as well as reliable and safe
in car washing sector.
conveyor belts
Everybody can wash a car but due to our state-of-the-art facility we
Environment
are able to clean thousands of cars very quickly. To assure that every
To keep the environment clean we steadily set new standards. To
vehicle gets the care it needs our carwashes consists of several
safe resources we keep consumptions on a low level by using most
conveyor belts which are constructed to handle individual volumes of
modern technology. Furthermore, all maintenance products are proven
orders.
regularly. With these methods we ensure that our results will meet also
In view of our service times from daily 5 am to 12 pm we can only rely
in future the high quality requirements of our customers.
on trust worthy conveyor belt suppliers and their products.
To meet these challenges also in the future we decided to modernize
our conveyor belts used in our carwashes.
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General manager

www.ammeraalbeltech.com

Innovation and
Service in Belting
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Bring back the rental car as well as the car key, that’s it: For customers
of rental car companies the process of renting usually ends with
returning the vehicle.

